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38mm COVE FORMER

SO COVE
Technical Data Sheet

Guaranteed for the serviceable
lifetime of the carpet when used
in accordance with the End Use
Classi� cation.
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Description
SO COVE provides a neat cove allowing � oorcoverings to be dressed up the wall to 
form a skirting, whilst supporting the � oorcoverings at the weakest point.

Cove formers are usually used in conjunction with a capping seal or carpet cap to 
� nish the raw edge of the � oorcovering.

Installation
Cove formers are used to form a cove where � oorcoverings are continued up the wall. 
and are usually used in conjunction with capping seals or carpet caps.

The cove former should be allowed to acclimatise for 24 hours prior to installation at 
an ambient temperature of 18° Celsius.

1. It should be ensured that all surfaces to which the pro� le is to be � xed are sound, 
dry, � at and free from any contaminants. Wall surfaces should be free from any 
previous coverings, linings or adhesive residues used to � x them.  Paint � lms and 
any mould must be removed and the a� ected surface treated correctly.

2. Lay the lengths of cove former around the perimeter of the area and, using a 
sharp knife or hacksaw, cut the lengths to size.

3. All external and internal corners should be cut with the aid of a mitre block.

4. Once cut, remove the pro� le away from the wall and lay face down.

5. Apply a suitable contact adhesive and follow the manufacturers instructions for 
application. 
SO Flooring Products do not recommend the use of spray adhesives and double sided 
tapes.

6. Place the pro� le in position, apply � rm pressure along the full length to ensure 
full contact is made by the pro� le between the wall and the � oor.

Technical Data

Type: Cove Former

Environment: Interior

Used with: Resiliant 
Floorcovering

Material: PVC

Height: 38mm

Width: 38mm

Length: 2.0m

Colour: Black

Fixing: Adhesive Fix


